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bstract

The presented paper shows a possibility of creation of a useful and efficient model of conductivity for composite polymeric electrolytes. It deals
ith a more elaborate and versatile mesoscale approach (in comparison to the already applied Effective Medium Theory approach for which each
ew composite microstructure forces a new mixing rule development) based on the Random Resistor Network method. The introduced model can

redict the ac conductivity values for a whole spectrum of frequencies for different composites with a wide range of possible microstructures. It is
ased on complex current iteration procedure for a randomly generated three-dimensional network of impedances constituting a digital image of
he electric properties of the virtual sample studied. A spatial unit of the material present in the sample is defined as a parallel RC connection.

2007 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Semicrystalline polymeric electrolytes based on poly-
ethylene oxide) matrix reveal good mechanical and electro-
hemical properties unfortunately together with low electrical
onductivity being the main limitation of their application. An
mprovement of electrical conductivity with a parallel further
ncrease of the stability can be achieved by the formation of
omposite materials. They are produced through the addition
f an electrically insulating filler (ceramic powders, immiscible
olymers) to the pristine solid electrolyte. The obtained mate-
ials can be applied to various electrochemical systems such
s lithium–polymer batteries [1]. The micromorphology of the
ample can be described as a suspension of the randomly dis-
ributed filler grains in the polymer matrix. An explanation of
he conductivity enhancement phenomenon [2,3] which is now
idely accepted for the solid samples is based on the assumption

hat the formation of amorphous domains on the matrix-filler
nterface occurs due to the polymer crystallization process inhi-
ition on the grain surface. As the amorphous phase conductivity
an be assumed on the basis of the NMR data to be about three

rders of magnitude higher than the crystalline one, continuous
ercolation paths can be formed in the sample. A wide range of
xamples [3–6] can be found in literature to confirm the fact that
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he addition of nonconductive ceramic fillers such as alumina or
ilica to an electrolyte based on the PEO matrix leads to the con-
uctivity improvement. A peak value in ambient temperature is
ear to 10−5 S cm−1 and can be obtained for composites con-
aining 10–15% by weight of the dispersed particles. This value
s about three orders of magnitude higher than for the pristine
lectrolyte and reaches the value characteristic for the amor-
hous phase of the PEO. For higher grain concentrations one can
bserve a decrease of conductivity as an effect of the synergetic
ombination of the polymer material dilution and amorphous
hase stiffening. A semi-quantitative dependence of conductiv-
ty of the composite on the amount of the filler added can be
ivided into three separated regions. In the small filler concen-
ration range only a very slight conductivity increase can be
oticed. The obtained value is similar to the one characteristic
or the basic electrolyte. A formation of the composite grains
consisting of a single grain and the generated shell) can be
bserved in the sample but the continuous percolation path is
ot yet achieved. A particular filler concentration can be found
dependent on the grain size, geometry and the shell thickness)
or which the conductivity of the system increases abruptly. The
bserved maximum should achieve the values typical for the
ure amorphous phase. For higher but still moderate amounts of
he added grains a slow drop of the conductivity value should be

bserved due to the dilution effect. This situation is related to the
act that for the composition for which the maximum of conduc-
ivity is achieved all the polymeric material is already belonging
o the grain shells. The excessive filler amount cannot, thus,
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ead to any further improvement of electrical parameters. An
brupt depletion is observed at the negative percolation point.
his phenomenon can be attributed to the decay of continuity of

he polymer matrix. The charge carrier transport is then blocked
y the inert insulating filler grains. This phenomenon which is
redicted by the model can be hardly observed for the experi-
ental systems while the volume fraction of the filler needed is

bout 0.85.

.1. Mesoscale models of conductivity

First mesoscale model applied for the calculations of conduc-
ivity in the composite polymeric electrolytes was the Effective

edium Theory [7,8]. It was based on the Maxwell–Garnett
ixing rule for the calculations of effective conductivity of

he composite unit (grain + shell) [9] and Landauer [10] and
ruggeman [11] works modified by Nan and Smith [12,13] and
akamura [14] applied to the calculation of the final conduc-

ivity value of the composite for different percolation regimes.
he main disadvantage of this successful approach is the need
f an appropriate mixing rule for each studied geometry of the
omposite including such interesting phenomena as shell inho-
ogeneity, grain size and shape distribution. More versatile but

n the other hand more complicated approaches to the simulation
f the composites conductivity are based on the Finite Element
15,16] Finite Gradient [17,18] or Random Resistor Network
RRN). All three are based on the same concept of building of
virtual image of the simulated sample in the form of a two-

r three-dimensional network of elements representing different
ragments of the material studied. The main difference lies in the
sed algorithm of the network solving dependent on its varying
reation rules.

RRN modeling is a widely recognized approach applied to
ifferent properties of heterogeneous materials consisting of
egions of various properties. Apart from the electrical phenom-
na, magnetic properties of materials [19] or even the studies
f sample destruction under critical mechanical stress [20] or
eophysical studies of earthquakes [21] can be successfully per-
ormed by the means of this computational tool. When applied
o electrical properties of the heterogeneous systems the method
elates the value and type of a particular element to local prop-
rties of the sample. Resistivities, capacitances, parallel R-CPE
onnections can be used being adequate to conductors, insulators
nd other types of materials. Most of already published works
e.g. [22–24]) deal with very simple so-called binary systems
eing the image of the two-compound system. Usually, one of
he components of the mixture is an insulator while the other
ne is a conductor. Electrical parameters of the branches (net-
ork elements) have only two valid values correlated to either
path (resistor) or an insulator (break). For such models an

brupt percolation threshold can be observed for a given com-
osition of the sample represented by the particular number of
ither conducting (inserting conductors into insulating sample)

r insulating (breaking the already conducting system) branches
n the complete network.

Different more complicated systems were also studied by
he means of the RRN approach [25–29]. Wang et al. [30]

i
t
t
i
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redict conductivity in composites consisting of the particles
f metal and solid electrolyte. The simulated system con-
ists of units of two different types to which either ionic or
lectronic conductivity can be attributed. To represent differ-
nt types of materials present in the sample the authors use
hree resistive elements (metal–metal, metal–electrolyte and
lectrolyte–electrolyte connections) and two capacitors (geo-
etrical capacity of the electrolyte and the double layer capacity

f the electrolyte–metal junction). The phenomenon of double
ayer creation together with that of respective capacity presence
s revealed at grain boundaries of different materials. An increase
f average sample conductivity can be observed for composi-
ions in which the percolation of metallic grains is observed.

A model of a system with similar geometry such as composite
olymeric electrolytes with nonconductive filler is presented in
14]. Inorganic composites based on LiI/Al2O3 and CuCl/Al2O3
re studied. The authors assume that the highly conductive
nterfacial layer is built on the grain–matrix border. The main
ifference between the studied system and the polymeric sys-
ems lies in the fact that the insulating grains of the inorganic
omposite are not fully randomly located in the volume of the
eal sample. In the presented model randomly located (thus, the
odel is not in agreement with the real geometry) nodes (grains)

re insulators. Sites not filled with the grain and, thus, belonging
o the matrix exhibit ionic conductivity. The resistivity value for
branch is calculated on the basis of the status of its end nodes.

f both belong to the grains the branch is broken (infinite resis-
ivity) and if both belong to the matrix, the branch is the pristine
onductor. In the case of a branch with ends placed in the nodes
ttributed to two different materials a high conductivity value is
ttributed. Finally, we must conclude that models presented in
he literature from the point of view of the application in com-
osite polymeric electrolytes are strongly oversimplified and,
hus, cannot be applied without further elaboration. The main
tress must be put on the finite thickness of the shell and its
eterogeneity.

.2. The proposed model

The proposed model is more sophisticated. It must be stressed
hat realization of so complicated calculations was possible only
ecause of the increasing availability of high speed processors
nd large capacity memories in last few years. Finally, it is pos-
ible to deal with a 3003 matrix filled with impedance data for
he virtual sample represented as complex numbers. The initial
art of the algorithm is related to the procedure of creation of
three-dimensional resistor network being a representation of
orphology and phase structure of a sample of the simulated

omposition. At the beginning a virtual sample is built of the
mpty cubes. Then the location of spherical grains within the
atrix is started. The procedure is based on random attributing
set of coordinates to the grain center. If a particular simulation
ssumes that grains are not identical a radius of a particular grain

s also randomly chosen from a given range. Next, all cubic clus-
ers belonging to the grain are marked using the following rule:
he cluster belongs to the grain if the center of the cube lies inside
t. This procedure is repeated until the assumed volume fraction
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f the filler is achieved. As the ceramic material is not elastic
nd grains cannot overlay, each spatial unit can be attributed to
nly one grain. If a conflict of spatial restrictions is observed,
uring the next grain location an additional procedure changes
he grain center coordinates and the check is performed once
gain. The algorithm also takes into consideration the insertion
f grain fragments in the border area of the sample to observe
he condition that analyzed fragment is a valid representation of
larger sample.

The residual part of the virtual sample (not belonging to
rains) is then attributed to the shells (respecting the assumed
hell thickness) and polymer electrolyte matrix (all cells belong-
ng to neither the grain nor the shell). The values of characteristic
mpedances are attributed to all unitary cells on the basis of the
ssumed material parameters of all phases present in the sys-
em. The equivalent circuit used for the representation of each
ell was a parallel combination of a resistor and a capacitor.
t the end of this stage the virtual material is described as a

hree-dimensional network of impedances Zxyz. Each cubic unit
s electrically connected to its six neighbors (only the connec-
ions by the common walls are taken into consideration). The
ell-oriented structure is then converted into a branch-oriented
ne with consequent location of the network nodes in the centers
f the units. Each branch is, thus, characterized by an effective
mpedance value calculated as a serial connection of fractions
riginating from both neighboring cells.

A branch-oriented three-dimensional network obtained in
his way can be solved in a various ways including both ana-
ytical and numerical approaches. For a matrix of the used size
nly numerical iteration procedures can be used. The applied
lgorithm uses a modification of the method introduced by
irkpatrick [24] to find mean parameters of the heterogeneous
etwork. To find the impedance of the sample the overall current
ust be calculated for a given test potential difference applied to

he network. The current value is equal to the one found for any
f the perpendicular layers of nodes in the sample. This value
s found as a sum of currents in all branches located between
odes belonging to two neighboring layers. This observation is
alid only in the stationary condition when the first Kirchoff’s
aw is obeyed for each node (1).

i

Ii = 0 (1)

The network balancing is obtained by the attribution of proper
otential values to all nodes in the network. Initial potentials val-
es must be found as a starting point for the calculations. All the
odes located in the first and the last layer and, thus, attributed to
he electrodes are fixed to potential values equal 0 and U respec-
ively. The values of the intra-layer branch impedances in these
ayers are equal zero and the potentials are time-independent.
etween them monotonic change of the potential is maintained
y creating a set of equipotential layers of nodes. The value
f the potential change between two neighboring layers is at

his step constant. The initial potential distribution obtained in
his way is later modified by the iteration procedure. In each
f the iteration steps the value of each node potential is deter-
ined. A sum of currents for a node is calculated on the basis

o
t
1
t
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f the actual potential of the node, potentials of the neighboring
odes and the impedances of the braches located between them.
onsequently, the potential of the node is changed in a manner
llowing the fulfillment of the equation [1]. If it is not possible
as the value of the new node potential must lie in the range of
he neighboring nodes voltages) the modified value is chosen to
alance the node in the best possible manner. After performing
he potential shifts for all nodes the whole procedure is repeated
ntil the voltage distribution is stabilized. Consequently, the sta-
ionary state of the branch currents for all of the nodes should
e reached in this way. The main disadvantage of the procedure
escribed above lies in the fact that a quick stabilization of the
ocal voltage distribution is reached, unfortunately, in the way
hich prevents global current stabilization. Therefore, an addi-

ional sub-procedure was created. It takes into consideration the
nterlayer currents forcing an additional modification of the node
otentials in the beginning of the iteration process.

The total equalization of the currents in a 1003 network is
btained in 104–105 iterations. This value is in the upper limit
ange taking into consideration the acceptable calculation time.
hus, for the used size of the matrix equal 3003 there was a
eed of the change of the calculations termination criteria. The
nalysis of current changes for the following iteration steps in
onnection with an extrapolation procedure to obtain the final
urrent value of the balanced network leads to at least one order
f magnitude decrease in the needed calculation time allowing
or the calculations of the large samples. We have proved by the
est simulations that this modification does not affect the final
onductivity value. In general the used model is a development
f the dc model [31–33] previously described by us.

. Experimental

OPEN MOSIX working on Slackware GNU/Linux was used
o manage the computational cluster. C++ was used for code
eneration. The GNU C compiler was used to obtain the exe-
utables. The calculation times were in the range of a week for a
et of data starting from 0 vol.% up to about 35 vol.% of the non-
onductive additive. Electrical parameters for phases present in
he system were given as follows: polymer matrix: σ = 1 × 10−8,
= 4; shell: σ = 1 × 10−4, k = 8; filler: σ = 1 × 10−12, k = 10. For
ome simulations (namely Fig. 4) modified values of the dielec-
ric constants were applied to achieve a clarity of the phenomena
escribed.

. Results and discussion

The first interesting point of the study is the analysis of phase
omposition of the simulated electrolyte. A composite with grain
iameter equal to 7 �m and shell thickness equal to 5 �m was
hosen as a typical representative of the wide range of the mate-
ials of our interest. The concentrations of the particular phases
resent in the virtual sample are depicted in Fig. 1 as a function

f the assumed amount of the added ceramic filler. Focusing on
he shell amount one can observe a maximum located at about
5 vol.% of the filler. This observation is in good agreement with
he maximum of the dc conductivity value (see Fig. 2). A second
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Fig. 1. Phase composition of the simulated samples as a function of the assumed
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flat. For very high grain concentrations all curves overlap (about
30 vol.%) showing that above that point only a dilution of the
shells originating from the already converted polymer matrix by
ller concentration: (�) grains, (�) grain shells, (�) polymeric electrolyte
atrix.

haracteristic point is located at about 25 vol.% of the filler and
an be described as an increase of the slope of the curve (quicker
ecrease of shell concentration starts here). When comparing
ith the curve related to the pristine polymeric matrix one can
bserve that this threshold is related to the total conversion of the
atrix into shells (when the matrix concentration reaches zero).
he conductivity plot also changes here its slope to more nega-

ive. This set of dependencies together with both linear decrease
f conductivity and shell volume fraction above this point shows
learly that in this filler concentration range (25–30 vol.%) the
odel predicts conductivity changes related to the dilution of
lready fully converted polymeric material by the excess of the
ller.

ig. 2. Simulated dc conductivity of the set of samples as a function of the filler
mount. Values of conductivity calculated from the ac model for frequency
qual 0.

F
f
a
(

wer Sources 173 (2007) 748–754 751

The comparison of the shell phase amount and virtual sam-
le conductivity as a function of the filler contents for samples
haracterized by various grain diameter and constant shell thick-
ess is shown in the Fig. 3a and b, respectively. One can easily
bserve that the shape of the curve describing the phase composi-
ion (a) is strongly dependent on the assumed grain diameter. An
ncrease of this parameter leads, firstly, to a shift of the maximum
ocation to higher filler amounts. Secondly, the maximal value is
ower for higher grain diameters. Additionally, the slope of the
ncreasing branch of the curve is lower and the maximum is more
ig. 3. (a) A set of the shell volume fraction dependencies on the filler amount
or samples with various grain diameter and constant shell thickness (5 �m), (b)
set of the conductivity dependencies on the filler amount for the same samples:
�) d = 3 �m, (�) d = 5 �m, (�) d = 7 �m, (�) d = 9 �m.
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ig. 4. A comparison of the simulated high frequency dielectric response of
he 10 vol% composite sample: (�) grain diameter d = 5 �m, shell thickness
= 3 �m, (©) grain diameter d = 5 �m, shell thickness t = 7 �m.

he excessive filler grains can be observed. Similar dependencies
an be observed on the conductivity curve (Fig. 3b) showing that,
n general, the conductivity value changes follow the changes in
he amount of the shell phase.

Fig. 4 shows the simulated high frequency dielectric response
or two virtual samples of the composite electrolyte containing
0 vol.% of the filler characterized by the grain diameter equal
o 5 �m. The difference lies in the applied thickness of the amor-
hous shell formed on the grain surface. In the first case (filled
ots) it is equal to 3 �m in the latter (empty dots) to 7 �m.
ne can easily observe that the change of thickness leading, in

onsequence, to the change of the network units allocated to
hells results not only in the change of the impedance value (a
ecrease of about four times for the more modified sample) but
lso to the change of the conductivity mechanism. In the first
ase the amorphous shells do not form the continuous perco-
ation paths yet. A conductivity value is intermediate between
he pristine electrolyte and the maximum possible. Both mate-
ials (pristine polymer and amorphous shells) are characterized
y different impedance properties leading to a different time
onstant of the respective Nyquist semi-circle (τ = RC). Two
erged semi-circles observed can be attributed to the parts of

urrent flowing through shell phase and the pristine polymer. In
he case of the assumed stronger interaction of the filler with the
olymer 10 vol.% composition is characterized with almost full
onversion of the polymeric material. Thus, the only single time
onstant can be observed in the spectra giving as a result only
ne semicircle.

To compare the calculated ac high frequency dielectric
esponse of composite virtual samples containing various
mount of the filler (and constant filler diameter equal to
= 7 �m and shell thickness equal to t = 5 �m) one must apply

modified Nyquist representation. Because of the very broad

ange of the impedance value changes a logarithmic scale was
sed to present the data for the unmodified sample and for the
omposite electrolytes on one plot (Fig. 5). It can be observed

b
a
c
o

irtual sample characterized by d = 7 �m and t = 5 �m. Filler fraction equal to:
�) 0 vol.%, (�) 1 vol.%, (�) 2 vol.%, (�) 5 vol.%, (�) 10 vol.%, (©) 20, (♦)
0 vol.%.

hat most significant difference in the values of the impedance
an be found for virtual samples with the filler amount between
and 10 vol.%. Later, the changes of both imaginary and real

art of the impedance are smaller. A monotonically decreasing
endency is observed between 0 and 20 vol.% of the filler. For
0 vol.% sample a slight increase of the impedance is observed as
he sample is located on the negatively sloped branch of the curve
epicting the conductivity-composition dependence. Addition-
lly, one can observe that the shape of the curves is identical
or the pristine and highly modified electrolyte. In contrast, the
urves located near the abrupt conductivity change composition
2 and 5 vol.%) exhibit a slightly different shape. This phe-
omenon can be also attributed to the mechanism of conductivity
ased on simulataneous charge transportation in the electrolyte
ulk and in highly conductive shells for these samples.

A more detailed difference can be observed using the linear
classical) Nyquist plot. In this case data for both pristine and
odified systems cannot be clearly depicted on one graph. Thus,
comparison of moderately and highly doped samples is pre-

ented in Fig. 6. The set of impedance spectra was calculated
or samples of various filler concentration and for grain diam-
ter d = 3 �m and shell thickness t = 5 �m. The assumed values
llow us to observe the changes of the curve shape for rela-
ively low filler concentrations as the increase of the shell phase
mount is quick (compare with Fig. 3a). Here one can perfectly
ee that while most of the tested compositions lead to one semi-
ircle image the lowest one (1%) gives a strongly deformed
pectrum in which the contribution of the matrix and shells can
e found. In this sample the total conductivity is also a com-
ination of bulk and shell charge transport, both characterized

y different types of material involved (semi-crystalline matrix
nd amorphous shell). Two partially separated time constants
an be, thus, attributed to the mechanism of conductivity based
n simultaneous charge transportation in the electrolyte bulk and
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Fig. 7. Simulated dc conductivity values found from the ac spectra of the virtual
sample as a function of filler concentration. Calculations performed in various
m
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regime in which mechanism of conductivity is based on simulta-
neous charge transportation in the electrolyte bulk and in highly
conductive shells.
ig. 6. A set of high frequency simulated impedance spectra calculated for a
irtual sample characterized by d = 3 �m and t = 5 �m. Filler fraction equal to:
�) 1, (�) 2, (♦) 3, (©) 5, (�) 10, (�) 20, (�) 30 vol.%.

n highly conductive shell. Also an interesting phenomenon can
e observed for 2 and 30 vol.% samples which both give the
lmost identical impedance spectra in the form of a depressed
emi-circle. This observation is also valid for the 3 and 20 vol.%
air and for the 5 and 10 vol.% pair of samples. In the later case,
he obtained semi-circles are only slightly deformed as the sam-
le compositions are located around the conductivity maximum.
he case of the 3 and 20 vol.% pair is between of the middle of

he two terminal pairs. Finally, it must be stressed that for moder-
te and strongly modified samples only one time constant can be
bserved because only one charge transport mechanism related
o the amorphous shells is present in the sample. The similarity
f the pairs of images found below and above the maximum of
he conductivity is related to the oversimplification of the model
ased on the assumption of the shell homogeneity. As was pre-
iously proved, for dc calculations [33] this approach produces
partially false image of the samples containing large amounts
f the dispersed filler.

Finally, the problem of the method used for the calculation
f the dc conductivity value from the ac impedance spectra can
e analyzed. A reference method is the extrapolation of the Z′
alues to the frequency equal zero. This method gives values
dentical with the ones given by the direct application of the
reviously tested dc RRN approach [31–33]. For comparison,
he values calculated from the diameter of the ac semi-circle
nd from its zero point were plotted together (Fig. 7). For both
emi-circle based methods the values were calculated not taking
nto consideration the spectrum depression and time constants
eparation (treating data as a one semi-circle). One can see that
he shapes of the obtained curves are identical and the obtained
alues are very similar. A relative error plot was depicted in
ig. 8. One can see that both methods work in the whole range

f filler amount with the relative error value lower than 5%. The
ethod based on the zero point is much more adequate produc-

ng a few times lower relative error values. Both curves have
imilar shapes with the minimum located near the maximum

F
s
p
(

anners: (♦) extrapolation of the Z′ to ω = 0, (�) diameter of the semi-circle,
�) zero point of the semi-circle.

f conductivity. This observation can be related to the fact that
or these samples the obtained spectra are much closer to the
nes predicted for the parallel RCPE connection. The discrep-
ncy of the error values is more pronounced for the high filler
mount where the obtained spectra form a depressed semi-circle
howing that in this case the zero-point method produces results
loser to the expected ones. A smaller difference observed for
he slightly modified samples shows that both methods are not
deal for a merged two semi-circle spectrum characteristic for the
ig. 8. Relative errors of the simulated dc conductivity values found from the ac
pectra of the virtual sample as a function of filler concentration. Calculations
erformed in various manners (extrapolation of the Z′ to ω = 0 as a reference):
�) diameter of the semi-circle, (�) zero point of the semi-circle.
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. Conclusions

The Random Resistor Network approach was successfully
pplied to the simulation of ac electrical properties of composite
olymeric electrolytes. The obtained data are in good agreement
ith the previously published data coming both from impedance

pectroscopy measurements and the Effective Medium Theory
imulations. The observed changes of the computed conductivity
alue follow, in general, the observed phase structure modifi-
ation leading to an increase of the highly conductive phase
ontent. For a small amount of grains added one can observe
n increase of the conductivity value which is also present for
he virtual systems studied. The slope of the curve and the posi-
ion of the maximum vary with the changes of grain size and
he shell thickness. The behavior observed can be attributed to
he increase of the highly conductive shell contents. Addition-
lly, a second time constant can be found in some impedance
pectra of the slightly modified samples for filler amount val-
es around the abrupt conductivity change composition. The
onductivity maximum can be attributed to the total conversion
f the sample volume (disregarding the units belonging to the
rains) into highly conductive amorphous shells. No more spa-
ial units can be attributed to the pristine polymeric matrix. In
he ac image this range can be described as the well defined
ingle semi-arc type spectrum. The following conductivity drop
s related to a decrease in the number of clusters containing the
olymeric material due to the dilution effect of the excessive
ller grains. In the ac spectra this phenomenon can be attributed

o the depression of the previously observed single semi-arc.
The proposed model is very versatile and can be easily mod-

fied to cover systems more complicated and, thus, closer to
eality. The main possible modification (already realized for the
c approach) is related to the introduction of the defined con-
uctivity distribution within the highly conductive amorphous
hell. This operation should allow taking into the consideration
he stiffening phenomenon observed for composites containing
eramic fillers. The exchange of nonconductive grains for con-
uctive ones is also possible and allows a study of so-called
ixed-phase composites together with their grain boundary

roperties.
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